Message from Managing
Editor & Dean of
Academics Madam
Success is no accident... It involves
hard
work,
concentration,
perseverance, sacrifice and most
of all love for doing what you do.
As Institute of Management Study
steps into its sixteenth year of
operation after completing 15
glorious years is preparing
students to face the challenges of
the industry, I take this
opportunity to thank our Director
Dr. T. R. Saha for leading and
continuously guiding each one of
us, all my colleagues, stakeholders,
parents, guardians and never the
least students, for whom we are
what we are.
At this juncture I would also like to
congratulate the Editorial Team of
VOICES, our bi annual journal, for
completing 1 year on 1st of July. In
this regard I extend my thanks to
all the students across different
streams and semesters for their
relentless contribution in giving
the online magazine a robust
shape and all the faculty members,
who have been part of the editorial
team in contributing towards
making the e – magazine a success.
I hope and sincerely believe that
VOICES will have many more
editions in the coming years and
students will continue their
contributions in making the e
magazine even more successful.
Here’s wishing IMS a Happy 15th
and VOICES a Happy 1st Birthday!

Dr. Kadambini Ganguly – An Archetypal Woman of Nineteenth
Century Bengal
-By Priyanka Bhattacharya
Master of Hospital
Administration
Now
when
Woman’s
Liberation Movement is
picking up pace in India,
Ganguly’s example should
guide us. She showed
woman’s liberation didn’t
exclude males, not the least
being anti-male. Her story
reveals how men& women
walk
hand-in-hand
in
struggle. Breaking social
norms was not easy. Her
profession
demanded
visiting patients at night
&she attracted criticism
from many corners. She was
incredibly

confident, determined &
multifaceted. She carved a
niche for herself as an
individual, rather than being
enmeshed in the devout
domesticity or intimidated
by a vehemently-critical
society. At times when

Purdah was more norm than
exception, this gutsy woman
had broken several gender
thresholds. She was the 1st
working mom, India may
have known who neatly
juggled her roles as a doctor,
mother &social activist. Yes..
she is no other than Dr.
Kadambini Ganguly, who
smashed the glass ceiling,
shattered all stereotypes
&became a trailblazer for
upcoming generations.
Born in 18th July,1861, as
Kadambini
Bose;
in
Bhagalpur; her childhood
➢ Continued to page. 12

Music
-By Aindrila Ghosal
B. Sc Media Science
Music is a form of art. When
different kinds of sounds are
put together or mixed
together to form a new
sound which is pleasing to
human beings it is called
music. Music is derived from
Greek word Mousike which
means the art of muses.
Muses included the goddess
of music poetry art and
dance in ancient Greece.
Music plays a very significant
role in our day to day life.
Starting our day with
exercise till going to bed we

always need music. Music
helps in adding positive vibe
energy enthusiasm in a
person and refreshes a
person’s mind. Music makes
learning more enjoyable as it
is very effective tool for
developing the memorizing
capability. We all have seen
that we can learn a song very
easily and faster than our
syllabus. This is because our
mind enjoys the music.
Music even plays with our
emotion. When we are
happy in a pleasant mood
we love to listen to music
which soothes our mind,

when we feel sad, disturbed
or broken from within music
acts as the best healer
because soft music and
touchy melodic tunes makes
us feel better. Music can
change our mood in just few
seconds. When we listen to
dance
beats,
we
automatically start enjoying
it but if someone changes
the music track and puts sad
tune our mood changes
abruptly.
Music can stimulate the
minds. There are many
things in music to which one
➢ Continued to page. 12
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Memory of Kanaka Durga Temple

Indrakeeladri Hills in Krishna District. The what are the places of interest here? At
-By Indra Narayan Roy Choudhury
BBA (Accountancy, Taxation & Audit) entire place was new to me. One day when first, he told me about the Kanak Durga
I was travelling, I made up my mind that temple. The next day I fixed a car to visit
Two years ago, I had a visit with my one day I would just go around. After reach Kanaka Durga Temple. Now I am going to
reveal the actual story of this temple.
family for our business purpose to Vijayawada I asked our hotel manager
Vijayawada for some days. It was a truly
KRISHNA RIVER, KANAKA DURGA TEMPLE
exciting tour with my family. We stayed
at Hotel Empire for one month and I Many mythologies associated with this place is that Arjuna prayed to Lord Shiva on
had to travel everyday by bus from top of Indrakeela hill to win his blessings and the city derived its name “Vijayawada”
Vijayawada to Guntur. It takes 1 hour to after this victory. Another popular legend is about the triumph of Goddess Kanaka
reach at Guntur. Vijayawada also Durga over the demon king Mahishasura. In the Krithayuga Goddess Durga killed
known as Bezwada is a city in the Indian Mahishasura who was a disaster for world. Then Goddess Durga shined on the keela
state of Andhra Pradesh. It lies on the mountain with eight arms (handling the weapons- Chakra, Conch, Bow & Arrow,
banks of Krishna River surrounded by Sword, Spear, Club, Trident, Thunderbolt and lotus) in the form of Mahishasura
the hills of Eastern Ghats known as
Mardini as she had given boon to keela. Later, she made Indrakeela her permanent
abode for saving the people of Vijayawada from evil.
Kanaka Durga Temple is a famous Hindu Temple of Goddess Durga located in
Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh. It is Located on a hillock overlooking the Krishna river.
After climbing 400+ steps to reach the main shrine (now there is a lift operated for
the elderly), one can offer prayers followed by a visit to the Shiva shrine and other
sub-temples. The temple is built in the Dravidian style of architecture. Finally, I
managed a special ticket to enter into the temple. Though the Camera was not
allowed inside the temple but somehow, I managed one person who took some
photographs through his mobile camera and gave those pictures later to me. After
Darshan of Maa Durga I spent some time there before leaving the temple.

Assam and Lachit Borphukan
-By Kushaljit Dey
B. Sc Media Science
As we talk about the history
of Northeast Assam, we
usually start with the one of
the biggest figures of all
Lachit
Borphukan
24
November 1622 -25 April
1672 was a commander in
chief of the Ahom Kingdom.
As we talk about him, we
can't forget the Battle's he
fought which proved his
leadership skills, in the
guerrilla warfare tactics and
use of the Terrain to
overcome tough situation.
Such one of those battle was
Battle of Saraighat it was a
naval

battle fought in the year
1671 between the Mughal
led by Mirza Raja Ram Singh
head of the Kachwaha
Rajput. and the Ahom
Kingdom was led by Lachit
Borphukan, which also a last
major attempt by the
Mughal to enter Assam and
extended their power. As the
Mughal were pushing hard to
enter this part of the India
There were many battles
fought
but
no
real
improvements
so
the
Mughal decided to push the
Ahom kingdom from the
water. As it was the only way
at that time period. The
Mughals used all their might
with a big naval force but

but still failed to win
because Lachit Borphukan
overcame
all
those
hardships and found the
weakness in their naval He
used all his might and the
people around him to
overcome
such
tight
situation. He was a man with
many great talents there is a
story when the

Mughal were unable to win,
they started bribing the
higher up such one incident
happened with Lachit was
offered a bribe of
one
lakh rupees to abandon
Guwahati defences. He
refused to surrender. Still
they tried to bribe people
from his family such as was
his uncle they asked him to
help over throw Lachit they
decided a plan to slow down
the moment for Ahom
soldier Lachit realised that
he was being betrayed by his
own so he drew his sword
and put end to his uncle life
following by the line saying
is mother land is important
my uncle.
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Señora
-By Shantashree Malakar
M.Sc Media Science

Matrilineal society has very little
importance in a country like India
where most of the regions are maledominated or Patriarchal society.
Generally,
feminine
gender
is
suppressed and made the subject of
molestation, assault, the object of
gratification, rape. It has been found
that women are thought to be inferior
to men in many circumstances.
Former's ideal role is to take care of
family, give birth to the younger ones
and carry a huge amount of movable
assets with them as a form of dowry to
their in-laws. Indians know to worship
female deity but not the female
present at home.

Appeasing Facet of India
Crimes against women are heightening
day by day. When studied briefly it is
found that southern states and northeastern states of India are much better
placed for women than other states.
Here women are independent, can take
decisions of their own and enjoy a
liberal life. This area also records a
smaller number of cases against
female. In this North-eastern region,
Meghalaya is the only state in India
which follows matrilineal descent. This
is the unique feature of India.
In ancient times when Khasi kings used
to go to a war handing over all
responsibility to run the family to
woman this has brought a deep-rooted
respect in the society. Women
dominate this region. Younger
daughter of the family inherits all

ancestral property. Daughter remains
in her own home but her husband stays
with her, children takes mother's
surname. Here women enjoy all rights
from inter-cast marriage, independent
life, visiting church or engaged in any
kind activity that will bring growth in
the carrier as market own by only
women and many more. Moreover, this
place has total security which every
female can enjoy. Birth of a baby girl is
hugely celebrated. Adultery of women
is punished. Taking care of parents and
siblings is the responsibility of the
younger daughter of the family who
inherits the property.
This is the only place in India where
women feel total security and liberal in
all form starting whether it's marriage
or economic.

Social Evils Still Prevail
Social evils are the issues that directly affect the members of a society and are considered a point of
controversy or a problem in regards to moral values. Common social evils include: caste system,
poverty, dowry system, illiteracy, etc. This all social evils are present throughout. The world and
changes need to be made for oneself. The major problem is gender biased, which is gobbling everyone.
Female are discriminated in now a thing of life. Whether a dependent or independent woman, but she
has been always a victim of vigorous society.
However, even after so much effort by social reformer Raja Ram
No education for girls
Female infanticide
Mohan Roy in the early 19th century, India is still orthodox when it comes to giving equal rights to
If the female literacy rate
is lowasinagainst
a The
women
men.
Here arekilling
6 important
social
evils
that still
remain
in the
roots infanticide.
of the society:
deliberate
of a new
born
female
child
is called
female
The
country then the growth of the country patriarchal nature of our society has caused this evil to continue since centuries.
is sluggish because when a woman is According to a report published in India today, nearly 2500 cases of female foeticide
not educated, it impacts every of female infanticide take place in the state of Rajasthan every day.
member of the family. Rajasthan, Uttar
Prostitution
Pradesh, Bihar have the lowest female
literacy rate. According to 2011 census, Prostitution is the exchange of sexual
Arunachal Pradesh is placed second- services for money. While in some
lowest in literacy in the country, just countries like Germany, prostitution is
above Bihar, which recorded the least legal, in India owning a brother is a crime.
literacy of 63.82%.
Child prostitution is a major problem in
India involving around 1.2 million children.
Domestic violence
-By, Sayani Sengupta,
Tiasha Roy,
Tiasha Chakraborty
BBA (HM)

Violence against women is highly
prevalent in India almost 70% of
women are victims of domestic
violence. According to national family
health survey, one in three married
adolescent girls has experienced
physical violence form their husbands.

Shaming
Shaming has been one issue in talks that
are being noticed these days. Starting
from the body shaming to victim shaming,
people think it’s their right to judge the
other person according to their low
standard mentality.

- Drawn by Payel Manna
B. Sc Medical Lab Technology
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Mother Nature

"Global warming is a gradual increase in the earth's temperature generally due to the greenhouse
effect caused by increased levels of carbon dioxide, CFCs, and other pollutants."
-By Puja Kumari and Indrani Saha
BBA (HM)
Global warming is the phenomenon of
a gradual increase in the temperature
near the earth's surface. This
phenomenon has been observed over
the past one or two centuries. This
change has disturbed the climatic
pattern of the earth. However, the
concept of global warming is quite
controversial but the scientists have
provided relevant data in support of
the fact that the temperature of the
earth is rising constantly. Natural
events and human influences are
believed to be top contributions
towards the increase in average
temperatures. Global warming is a rise
in the surface and atmospheric
temperature of the earth that has
changed various life forms on the earth.
The issues that ascertain global
warming are divided into two broad
categories – “natural” and “human
influences” of global warming. In order
to curb the issues, it is very important
to understand the negative impacts of
global warming.
One natural cause of global warming is
greenhouse
gases.
Greenhouse
gases are
carbon
monoxide
and sulphur dioxide. It traps the solar
rays and prevents them from escaping
the surface of the earth. This causes an
increase in the temperature of the
earth. Volcanic eruptions are another
reason for global warming. A single
volcanic eruption can release a great
amount of carbon dioxide and ash to
the atmosphere. Increased carbon
dioxide leads to a rise in the
temperature of the earth. Also,
methane gas is another. Human
influence has been a very serious issue

now as it is contributing more than
natural causes of global warming.
Since human evolution, the earth has
been changing for many years until
now and it is still changing because of
our modern lifestyle. Human activities
include industrial production, burning
fossil fuel, mining of minerals, cattle
rearing and deforestation. Industries,
transportation such as cars, buses,
trucks burn fuel to power machines,
which eventually releases carbon
dioxide and monoxide from the
exhaust, leading to an increase in a
temperature
rise
of
Earth’s
atmosphere. Another contributor is
mining. During the process of mining,
the methane gas trapped below the
earth escapes. Rearing cattle also
causes the release of methane from
manure. Another cause is the common
but most dangerous -deforestation.
Deforestation is a human influence
because human have been cutting
down trees to produce paper, wood,
build houses and more. Trees can
absorb carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere and their absence can lead
to the concentration of such gases.
The impact that global warming is
causing on earth is extremely serious.
There are many hazardous effects that
will happen in the future if global
warming continues. It includes melting
of polar ice caps, leading to an increase
in sea level drowning coastlines and
slowly submerging continents. This
problem could not be solving easily if
people are not very well practice in
lowering carbon emission, low and
regulations
implementation
and
effective forests and agricultural
management. We must try our best to
solve the problem and strive as much as
possible to reinstate our earth for sake
of future generation.

Look deep into nature, and then you will
understand everything better…
-Captured by Madhushree Das
BHM

"My soul can find no staircase to
heaven unless it be through Earth's
loveliness."
-Captured by Arpan Ganguly
BTTM
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আমার প্রিয় ছাত্র-ছাত্রীরা,
পৃ থিবীটা বড়ই একা জান া। অিচ
এরকম ত া হওয়ার কিা থিল া, তে
আমানের েবাইনক েব থকিু
থেনয়থিনলা, আশা, আশ্রয়, আ ন্দ,
জীব েব থকিু ই। থেনয়থিল একরাশ
ভালবাো, বু ক ভরা থবশুদ্ধ থ শ্বাে।
থবদ্বজ নের ভাষান খােয, বাস্তু,
বােস্থা েব থকিু ই। থবথ মনয় থকিু ই
চায়থ , শুধু তচনয়থিল েবাইনক থ নয়
একোনি বাাঁচন ।। থকন্তু এই চাওয়া
তবাধয় একটু তবথশ হনয় তেথিনলা। াই
ত া ার থ নজর েৃ ষ্ট তশ্রষ্ঠ জীব,
মা ু ষই ার স্বপ্ন গুনলা ভাঙ্গন শুরু
কনর। ারা োি কাটল, আকাশচুম্বী
অট্টাথলকায় আকাশ হল কানলা, েীর
জল হল কলু থষ , বা াে হল থবষাক্ত,
আর এই ভানব ধীনর ধীনর ারা তমন
উঠল তেখ োরীর তখলানয়। পৃ থিবী শুধু
তেনখ তেনলা া বলনল ভূল বলা হনব,
ঘূ থণিঝড়, খরা, অথ বৃ থষ্ট, মহামারীর
ম
শথক্তশালী অস্ত্র থেনয় তেও
থ নয়াথজ হল আত্মরক্ষায়। থকন্তু মা ু ষ,
প্রকৃথ র এক অদ্ভু েৃ থষ্ট। তে ার
অথিত্ব, বল ই যাথের কানয়ম রাখন
আরও বদ্ধ পথরকর। এ লড়াইনয় তকা ও
তকা ও তক্ষনে মা ু ষও বনড়া অেহানয়,
যারা েৃ হহারা, েবিস্বান্ত পনরানক্ষ ারাই
আবার প্রকৃথ র উপর থ ভি র। এবং
এখান ও ো া তেই ধথরেী। েবু নজ
েবু নজ োথজনয় থেনয়নি ফল, ফূ ল,
তভষজ জথড়বু টি। াই আজ আমানের
উথচ ম ু ষযত্ব বজানয় তরনখ পৃ থিবীর
পানশ এনে োাঁড়ান া, ার অথিনত্বর
লড়াইনয় োথমল হওয়া। াই চনলা
আমরা েবাই পৃ থিবীর পানশ োাঁড়াই।
থ শ্চয়ই আমানের পৃ থিবী আমানের
থ নয় এই লড়াই থজন থ ন পারনব।
এবং েবু জ পৃ থিবী তেখা তেনব বানর
বানর।
ইথ ,
স ৌমক স্যার
হকারী অধ্যাপক
আই.এম.এ , সকালকাতা

Digital Makeover on Indian Rich Contemporary Art Fashion
Written by Shreyasi Mitra
Academic Counsellor of IMS,
Kolkata
India has been one of the major
producers and supplier of art
and handicrafts products in the
world for a very long time.
Before industrial development,
this art industry was a potential
economic advantage for the
country. It is highly potential
and has a lot of opportunities
which are still to be explored. In
this genre Art fashion aims to
develop marketing strategies to
promote businesses in rural
areas using social networking
websites. This will help the
entrepreneurs promote their
products through sites like
Facebook, Instagram, Google
Business, LinkedIn and Twitter,
by connecting them to the
appropriate audience.
The government is also pushing
to bring digitisation and online
presence to India’s arts fashion
industry, Google has now
launched a new feature in the
Google Arts and Culture app
that showcases the traditions
and work that goes behind the
scene in this segment.
Besides Google, ecommerce
giants Amazon and Flipkart
have also recently turned their
attention to the untapped rural
handloom and handicrafts
market.
While
Amazon
announced the launch of
Amazon Karigar, a store to
feature a wide range of
authentic arts and crafts from
Indian artisans, Walmartowned Flipkart with the aim to
bring India’s artisans, weavers,

Sustainable Art Accessories from Indian
brand Sajjaa.

and handicrafts producers onto
ecommerce.
Apart from Amazon there are
several websites like Myntra,
Craftsvilla, LBB, Once Upon A
Trunk, Scroopwhoop, The
Better India and so many others
are working and promoting
sustainable art fashion and
creating a separate base for
that.
India is very lucky in the sense
that almost every region is
identified by its ethnic art thus
providing a rich diversity of
crafts. From the beautiful Jaipur
handicrafts to the mesmerizing
Meenakari
jewellery,
the
Tanjore
and
Madhubani
paintings, Dokra, Terracotta,
Bandhani, Leheriya, Onx… (the
list is almost endless), each one
of them displays craftsmanship
that take months or even years
of mastery. Apart from these
traditional art moulds in India,
authenticated
handcrafted
fashion is flying high in the sky.
Before 3-4 years handwoven
pompoms, mirror crafts, saree

painting,
handcrafted
accessories were trying to
introduce themselves in the
market and people welcomed
them with open arms. Quirky
fashion, playing with the
vibrant colours, a special touch
not only in India, USA,
Philippines,
South
Africa,
Australia, Singapore, Milan,
Paris, Dubai people love this
kind of art. Lifestyle and
Fashion
brand
Chumbak
started their journey and today
their yearly revenue is 70Cr.
Handicraft and sustainable
fashion also help to empower
the rural artists in India.
Nowadays fast fashion brands
are rising like mushrooms and
for that reason slow fashion or
handcrafted fashion has not
been able to be in the race in
these years due to lack of
investment and structure. But
in these 4-5 years these slow
fashion brands are blooming
beautifully and nowadays
people are aware of using
sustainable products. The
fusion of wearing art is
becoming the new trend in
India. Whether from the dress
to a statement art accessory;
from a Bollywood celebrity to a
regular girl is actually enjoying
this trend. And in the upcoming
era of slow fashion, art fashion
will actually stake the market,
as per research says. Looking at
the importance of slow fashion
and art fashion, in the
pandemic situation of 2020 a
campaign on social media
“Vocal for Local” was a great
success.
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লিখেখেন শ্রেয়সী পাি
শ্রেকলনকাি সদসয, আই.এম.এস, শ্রকািকাতা
একদিন হবে--- হাবে হাে রেবে চলা
একদিন হবে--- মন েু বল কথা েলা
েু বল রিবো সে --- েন্ধ োোয়ন যবো
উবে যাবে ভােনাো োাঁচা রোলা পাদেবিে মবো
আসবে রসদিন যবে অেণ্য দিবে পাবে অদিকাে
নিীপথ পাল্টাবে না গদে োে, গলবে না রেদসয়াে
রকানদিন রোজ রোজ হবে সে শুভদিন
আশাবেই থাক--- পথহাো পদথবকে ভেসা
আসবে সু দিন---গ্রীবেে পবেে ওই েেষা
দুবযযাগ েবেই--- দিবে যাবে োে ঠিকানায়
কাটবে পাপ--- োপবোলা েবলায়াে রযোবন মানায়।
রকন েবে--- জীেবনে এবো অপচয়!
কাটুক আাঁিাে--পৃ দথেীটা রহাক মদনময়।।

“Sunrise paints the sky with pinks and
the sunset with peaches. Cool to
warm. So is the progression from
childhood to old age.”

“The sky takes on shades of orange
during Sunrise and Sunset. The color
that gives you hope, that Sun will set,
only to rise again.”

-Captured by Prof. Anusuya Das
Assistant Professor, IMS, Kolkata

-Captured by Dr. Rahul Kr. Ghosh
Assistant Professor, IMS, Kolkata
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Successful people without formal education

“If Destiny throws a stone at you, don't let it become a millstone. Make it into a milestone.” ― Sachin Tendulkar
-Written by Pallabi Bardhan
& Siuli Mondal
BHM
Higher education is useful but
self-education is essential if
you desire to do exploit in life.
Many people have achieved
success without a complete
University
and
debating
themselves to their favourite
business or career. Let’s see
how the Indian person, who
achieved success despite
being the collage dropouts.
Sachin Tendulkar, the master
blaster, is the name that
continues to inspire many, not
only in India but also all over
the world, to take up the
sport. Very few cricketers,
bowlers or sportsmen have
gained
such
type
of
imagination, popularity as
Tendulkar has. God of cricket
Tendulkar is the most suitable
example that if you are
passionate enough for your
dreams, then you didn’t need
any formal education. The
study was not helping
Tendulkar. So, he decided to
left his school after 10th.

Tendulkar took up cricket at
the age of eleven, made his
Test debut on 15th November
1989 against Pakistan in
Karachi at the age of sixteen&
went on to represent Mumbai
domestically
&
India
internationally for close to
twenty-four years.

In 2002, halfway through his
career, Wisden Cricketer’
Almanack ranked him the
second- greatest test batsman
off all time, behind DON
Bradman & others ODI
batsman of all time. He had
been named “Player of the
Tournament” at the 2003
edition of the Tournament,
held in South Africa. In 2011
he won World cup, his first win
in six World cup

appearances for India.
Tendulkar received the Arjun
Award in 1994 (sporting
achievement),
the
Rajiv
Gandhi Khel Ratna award in
1997 India’s highest sporting
honour, & the Padma Shri &
Padma Vibhushan awards in
1999 & 2008 (fourth & second
highest civilian awards).
In 2013 16th November, the
Prime
Minister’s
Office
announced the decision to
award him the Bharat Ratna
(highest civilian award & 2010
Sir Garfield Sobers Trophy
(ICC award). In 2012, he was
nominated to the Rajya
Sabha, the upper house of the
Parliament of India. He is the
first sportsman & person
without
an
aviation
background to be awarded of
honorary rank of group
captain by The Indian Air
Force. In 2012, he was named
Member of the Australia.
In 2010, Time magazine
included Sachin in its annual
Time 100 list as one of the
“Most Influencing People in
the World”.

Tendulkar retired from all
forms of cricket on 16th
November 2013 against the
West Indies in Mumbai’s
Wankhede Stadium. In 2019,
Talukdar was inducted into
the ICC Cricket Hall of Fame.
Tendulkar
has
been
associated with UNICEF for
more than a decade now and
has supported various of the
organization’s causes. In
2003, he put his weight
behind an initiative to create
awareness about polio and
promote polio prevention in
India. Since 2008, he has
been significantly involved
with UNICEF in creating and
promoting hygiene and
sanitation in communities. In
2013, he was appointed
UNICEF Ambassador for
South Asia to advocate this
important cause all the
region. Tendulkar sponsors
free education for 200
underprivileged kids every
year Through the NGO,
Apnalaya. He also sponsors
various school stationary
materials for the students.

Pamulaparthi Venkata Narasimha Rao
-Written by Aniket Shaw
B. Sc Media Science
Former Prime Minister P.V.
Narasimha Rao was a “great
son of the soil” and he can
truly be called the father of
economic reforms in India as
he had both the vision and the
courage to push them
forward. Rao was an active

freedom fighter during the
independent moment, joined
the political party (INS Indian
National Congress) after the
independence. His rise to the
seat of prime minister was
really significant because as he
was from a non-Hindi speaking
region south India. Adopted to
avert
impending
1991
economic crisis, the reforms

progressed furthest in the
areas of opening up to foreign
investment, reforming capital
markets,
deregulating
domestic
business,
and
reforming the trade regime.
Rao's government's goals
were reducing the fiscal
deficit, privatisation of the
public sector and increasing
investment in infrastructure.

introduced to
open India to
foreign trade
while
stabilising
external loans.
direct
investment
was
introduced to open India to
foreign trade while stabilising
external loans.

The Guitar Legend
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Self-Exploration (i)

3d Character Model
Pre

- Shared by Joheb Chowdhury
M.Sc Media Science

The idea behind creating this image
was to portray Rock star playing his
favourite song. A song that he loves,
that gives him immense pleasure, but
at the same time makes him a bit sad. I
didn't want to show his mood in a very
obvious way.
Why Rock Star? Because my friends are
challenge me to try my hand at it for
Maya 3d and I am totally convinced for
this CG challenge. They thought it
would be a great idea to show the
guitarist, who is undeniably a LEGEND.
My inspirations were mainly sourced
from Google. My biggest motivation
came from a friend who would
constantly remind me to do it nicely
and quickly, which I now thank her for.
I wanted to achieve a good, final effect
for the image, ensuring that all the
elements of the scene complement
each other, e. g. The colours had to be
just right as they add to the colours had
to be just right as they add to the depth
and mood of the image.
Lighting
Global illumination in itself
wasn't good enough, so I added
one backlight to add more depth
to the scene. That apart, I also
added some small lights with
multiplier settings about 0.2
which illuminated particular
fragments of the model like back
of the calf, shoulders, chair,
guitar etc.

Modelling
The main Rock star model was done in Maya 3D, according to me the best
modelling programme that human civilization ever created. I started with a quick
sketch of an average human head. Next looking at reference, I wanted to make the
sketch look like Rock star by adding some of his typical facial traits. The main goal
was to portray Rock star lips big nose and cheekbones were crucial and the small
nose fits there perfectly. The guitar was designed in a similar fashion. I found good
reference photos and them to create a model that correspondence with the
original.
Textures
Texturing is one of those things I hate to do. I
wanted to execute the project using the simplest
methods available. To start with, I sourced good
photos in the biggest resolution possible. Next, I
mapped Rock star after posting him properly and
rigging his figures. To map the models, I also
used Maya 3D's unwrap option. The corrections
were made in 3D studio Max in places where the
texture had a tendency to stretch. I knew that the
only spots that would be visible in the final
image would be his hands and head. So, I scaled
up the rest of the body on the texture, just to gain
more space for the visible models. After that I
baked the UV map using Unwrap and opened it
in Photoshop. To start texturing I established the
skin tone. Next, I copied the details from the
sourced photographs and added some extra
details by myself.
Materials
When I started my work, I don't have an exact plan for rendering the whole image
so I decided to compose render elements in Photoshop. Firstly, I made a few skin
shaders tests indifferent rendering engines including Mental Ray, final render and
Vray. Renders that I liked the most were done in Mental Ray and Vray, so I decided
to render the final piece in those two, Mental Ray was used to render skin and
ambient occlusion pass, while Vray helped me in rendering the rest of the image.
As mentioned earlier, compositing was done in Photoshop. The beat way to quickly
achieve interesting skin shader was to use Mental Ray's fast skin shader. I made
some option adjustments, mainly for lighting purpose. The final image was a
combination of Mental Ray 's render and skin render in Vray.

I think the final effect is a good one. I am very happy with the mimics of the
character. It's the exact facial expressions I wanted and It's all in there. But I think
there are some details that I would like to change, re do. The image could gain a
bit more details that I would like to change, re do. The image could gain a bit
more because as we know, the devil is in the details.
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জেগে ওগ ো

Ek Aaam Zindegi…
-Experience shared by
Arkokiran Guha
B. Sc Media Science
Mango, dictionary says it. But we
Indians says it 'Aaam'. We have a
special season for it. In west Bengal
from April to July and August partially
it took a place in our daily routine. As
a kid, I used to watch my
grandmother make mango pickles &
mango bars. alas! those recipes are
flown away with grandmother.
Anyway, in this summer i went to
Malda (Pukhuriya) my grandmother's
village after a decade. As we know
Malda is one of the cores of export of
mango industry in India. So, I
discovered how a mango comes from
the tree to your basket through my
lens.

This is the
warehouse
where all
the
mangoes
are
brought
for sorting.
After that
the good
mangoes
will be
selected
and ready
for export.

-কলমে আসরোফুল জসখ
বি.এম.এল.টি
কী আছে ঝর্ণপাছ়ের ন িঃশ্বাছে?
জেছে আনে আনি কত িাে হছ া
জতািাছক প্রব আঘাছত োনেছ়ে তু ব বছ ,
নি নিছ পাতার বু ছক নিহরর্ োনেছ়ে।
কত জিঘ চছ জেছে িরছতর ঘছর,
োদা পা়েরার দ উছ়ে যা়ে উল্কাপাছতর আিঙ্কা়ে,
দূছর, ন েণ তার রুছপা ী আস্বাছদ।
েু েনি বাতাছের ো জেছে ওছে বারবার
নবস্মৃনতর পছে জযছত জযছত...
ী জতপান্তছর নকেু জ ই,
েরি ধু ছ া জতািাছক অি কছর জরছেছে
রি দুধন হাতো া কিণহী ।
বু ছক কছ়েকগুচ্ছ কািিু ন ছ়ে অছপক্ষা়ে।
অল্প জরাছদর নিতর জেছক েছ পছ়ে নচৎকার,
"জেছে ওছো, জেছে ওছো"।

Mangos plucked by Jogandar.
This is a mango garden. The branches are supported
A Jogandar is taking mangoes in
by Bamboo So that animals can't eat mango.
a basket to the warehouse.

''

And here ends the story of
the mango from the market
to your basket.
I want to say something from
my personal experience ~
" As long as you live, enjoy
until the last drop of your
mango “

"Roses fall, but the thorns
remain"
-Captured by Riya Naskar
BBA (HM)
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Pandemic

Pandemic Free World
-By Abhishek Roy
B. Sc Media Science

মৃত্যুপযরী
ভারত যেন আজ এক মৃতযুপযরী
ননস্তব্ধ পৃনিবী আজ মৃতযু অনভমযখে
অনযতপ্ত অনযখ াচনা সকখের যচাখেমযখে
কখরা ক্ষমা প্রকৃ নত
বাাঁচার দাও অনযমনত
বাাঁচার জনু মানযখের অনবরত প্রখচষ্টার
হাহাকার
জযী হখব নক তখব
মানব জানত এবার ??
-Painted by Dipanjan Majumder, BCA
&
-Written by Monalisa Parvin, BMLT

Covid! A word that plays vital role in all
of our lives now. Let's just think about
the days we used to have before Covid19 pandemic. Let's just stop and take a
moment and imagine how it was when
we could actually go out and actually
taste the first burst of a golgappa in our
mouth. That juicy balls bursting in our
mouth with all the water and flavours
coming out of it. Not only that but
bhelpuri, pav bhaji kachori singara well
they are available on delivery but still I
would count all the other tele bhajas
out like aloor chop, beguni, peyaji and
all. Also remember when we could
actually go out and meet our friends
without thinking that we might be

Affected.
The world isn't the same anymore. It
will not be for at least next 5 years. In
this new world we are depressed. But
then we do keep up the hope. Hope
that one day we will be able to do all of
the things which we used to do before.
And life will be same as before. Because
we don't want anything new but just
the same as it was before. Where we
could eat all the street foods without
thinking of getting affected. Having to
go to school, office and college on a
regular basis. Getting to wear all fancy
clothes and go out on a party. And the
most essentially "BREATHE without
Masks"
#Stay Happy, Stay Healthy…

কর োনো মহোমো ী
-মেহেদী আজিি মেোল্লো
জি.এইচ.এে, েসজিটোল েযোহেিহেন্ট
ভিশ জু রড় করোনা আ ঙ্ক, ােসারে উপদেপে একটা করে
এেকম দুঃসংিাি...ভগাটা ভিশ আজ সদ যই
দিষণ্ন,দিধস্ত!জাদননা এে ভশষ করি? আমাে আপনাে
স্বা াদিক অিরচ ন িরল উঠরে িােিাে দিশ দিশ(২০২০)এে এই 'দিষ' পান কের হয়র া আরো একিাে
মহারিিরকই অি ীণম হর হরি।সদ য িলর
ািরল
অরনক দকেু ই...কােণ িযাপােটা অদ মােী,অেমাৎ
পযারেদমক;ভসই পু োকারলে আখযারনে মর াই
হয়র া,হর ই পারে,হর ই পাের া...
ািরেন ভ া দিজ্ঞারনে যু রগ িাাঁদড়রয় ভকনই িা িলদে
এসি?কােণটা খু ি ভসাজা আপদনও ভচাখ িন্ধ্ করে ািু ন
ভিখু ন িু ঝর পােরিন।আমো দক সকাল দিকাল প্রােমনা
কেদেনা,একটা ডাক্তাে দক ভশষ অিস্থায় ভোগীটিরক ভিরখ
মরন মরন ঈেে িা আল্লাে কারে ভিায়া চাইরেন না?নাদক
দিরনে ভশরষ ইেফান,ঋদষ িা চুনীে মৃ ু য সংিািটা শুনর
শুনর গেম দনোস ভফরল িলরেন না "May God
bless him",িলরেন নাদক "Rest in peace
sir"...peace দক?শাদি দক? আমারিে সিাে অিরচ ন

উত্তে টা জারন ভসটা হরলা "ঈেরেে ভিশ"...যাকরগ
এর া দকেু না িলরলও চলর া,আসল কোয়
আদস...এেপে ভক?আমো ভকউ জাদননা;আদম আপদন ভয
ভকউ হর পাদে...এখন শুধু করোনাে য়ই নয়,কােণ
একটা দজদনস স্পষ্ট ভিরশে প্রেম সাদেে হসদপটাল
গুরলার ও করোনা োড়া অনয ভকারনা ভোরগে সঠিক
মূ লযায়ন,ও প্রপাে দচদকৎসা হরে না,আে হরিও না...কােণ
"করোনা" য ভিদশ না ভোগ, াে ভেরকও িড় একটা
'ইরমাশন',হযাাঁ, ঠিকই পড়রেন ইরমাশন...সাধােণ মানু ষ
ভেরক ডাক্তাে সিাে মরনই এই ইরমাশন টা ঢু রক
সিাইরকই ভমন্টাদল ও দফদজকযাদল দিমল করে দিরে,আে
এ টাই সংক্রামক ভয ভসটা আজ পদলটিকযাল চচমাে মরধযও

মা যদি সকাল-সন্ধ্যা ঠাকুরেে নারম ভ াগ োন্না করে পাড়াে
িশটা অ াগা ভেরলরক খাওয়ারে ভ া াাঁরক ভসটা কের

ঢু রক ভগরে।আে ভসই জায়গায় িাাঁদড়রয় সাধােণ মানু ষ
সদ যই অরনক অসহায়, দনরুপায়, হ াশ ও মানদসক ারি
দিমল হরয় পড়রে দিন দিন. এই অিস্থায় ভশষ একটাই কো
িলরিা "Be strong, Be positive, Don't be
depressed & Don't be panicked.ভয ভযটা
করে পদজটি োকর পারে াে এখন ভসটাই কো

অিস্থায় সিাে "mental immunity" িাড়ারনাও খু ি

উদচ ।উিাহেণ দহরসরি ভযমন িলর পাদে আপনাে
িাদড়ে িয়স্কো যদি এই য়ঙ্কে পদেদস্থদ র একটু নামসংকী ম ন করে, ভ া কের দিন; আপনাে

এমনদক সাো দিরে করোনা িযা ী "অনয ভকারনা" ভোরগে

দিন - িয়া করে আপনাে দিজ্ঞান মানদসক া দনরয় ারিে
আটকারিন না,আপনাে িািা যদি সকাল ভিলা পাড়াে
ক্লারিে ভেরলরিে সারে হার হা দমদলরয় গদেিরিে দকেু
চাল-ডাল ত্রাণ দিরয় আসরে ভ া

াাঁরক ভসটা কের

দিন।দিস আপদন ঘরে িরস আাঁর লদগদে ভিদখরয় িলরিন না
"এর া ভোয়ােুাঁ দয় কেরি না িািা,দিস িলরিন না ঘরে চুপটি
করে িরস োরকা,িান কমম ভিাঁরচ োকরল অরনক হরি,দিস
িলরিন না এসি". ডাক্তােো সাোক্ষন িলরেন শেীরেে
immunity িাড়ারনাে কো,দকন্তু আদম িলরিা এই
জরুদে।কােণ সরিমাপদে আপনারক সু স্থ োকর হরি,ভস ভয
ারিই ভহাক।সিাই মানদসক ারি শক্ত োকুন,করোনাে
ািনা ভ রি ভযন অনয ভকারনা ভোগ শেীরে িাসা না িাাঁধর
পারে,ভসদিরক ভখয়াল োখু ন।সদ য িলর

সাোরিরশ

দচদকৎসা হরে না ঠিক করে,আসরল সম্ভি হরে না!এ িায়
কারোেই না... াই দনরজ ারলা োকুন,সু স্থ োকুন।।

Miscellaneous
A book review on YOU CAN WIN
-Dipanjan Majumder, BCA
Author: Shiv Khera
Publisher: Macmillan Publishers India Ltd.
Pages: 290
Price: ₹365
“You Can Win” is a book by Shiv Khera, the renowned author, educator, business
consultant and successful entrepreneur. This book is an international best-seller
with two million copies sold in 16 languages.
It has eight chapters which deal with topics such as importance of positive attitude,
success, motivation, self-esteem, personality, habits, goals and the importance of
interpersonal skills. It is written in simple and lucid style with real life examples and
step by step strategies for achievers.
The book has a common sense appeal and induces the reader to refer to it again
and again. This book is the not the ‘read and forget’ type but a kind of a building
manual helping the reader build his life into a successful and fulfilling one. It makes
one ponder on what one’s ultimate goal in life should be and how one is going to
achieve it. It gives the message that one is not expected to win every battle but the
ultimate war has to be won. The author takes the reader through his own as well as
other leaders’ insights to keep the reader’s mind fresh and enthusiastic throughout
the book. He reminds the reader that the winner is always part of the answer and
the loser is always part of the problem.
The book has simplified deep philosophies to make the reader realize its true worth.
As Washington Irving said, “Great minds have purposes, others have wishes,” and
the author goes on to explain goals, dreams, desires, and fears. As one goes back to
the book and again, one is bound to get more and more deep insights into the
author’s view that winners don’t do different things do things but do things
differently. The book is a ‘must read’ for all those who want to be winners.

“Painting is just another way of
keeping a diary”

-Painted by Sumana Parvin
B. Optm

আশীবব াদ
নেত
-জাসমিনারা খাতু ন
মিমিক্যাল লযাবররটমর মটক্রনালমজ
েোদির বোদি েোওয়োর পতথ
দেয়ো
প্রদেক্ষ্ো য় এ বতি আতি।এে িেয় ডো
পোশ নথতক দকিু টো নেহ নেশোত ো কতে
আওয়োে এত ো-"দকতেো েোেদণ, নকে
আতিো? ো খোতব?"
ঘোি ঘুদরতয় দেয়ো নদখত ো- একটো োতয়র
কোপ হোতে, েোথোভদেে
িোদো ু ওয়ো ো,
থুরথুতর এক বৃদ্ধ ন োক।দকন্তু েুহূতেে র েতধয
দেয়োর দ ত দ তে অিুদবতধ হত ো ো নে
উদ ই নেত র নিই হকোর দোদু।দ য়দেে

কত ে েোেোয়োতের কোরতণ উ োর

ন োট

দোদুর

হোতে

নেোর

কতর

গুঁতে

িতে দেয়োর পদর য়। ো খোতব দক ো নিটো

দদত ো।বৃদ্ধত োকটি প্রথতে একটু ইেস্তেতবোধ

ব োর আতেই দেয়ো ভোবতে শুরু কর ,

করদি

এই

অশ্রুদিক্ত ন োখদুটি

ক ডোউত

ঠিকেতেো।েোহত

নেো নে

তি

ো

এই বৃদ্ধ ন োকটির দদ

তি দকভোতব? এিব ভোবতে ভোবতে নবশ
দকিু ক্ষ্ণ নকতট নে । হটোৎ,আবোর নিই
আওয়োে।"দকতেো

েোেদ ,

োদক?েোিোেোদি বত ো।এখ

খোতব

ো

নেো নপৌত

১০ টো বোতে।বোদি দ রতে হতব আেোতক
এবোর।"
দেয়ো
ভোব োদ ন্তো

বতট

দকন্তু

একেুহূতেে র ে য
নে ।দকিু ক্ষ্

দেয়ো

ক্ষ্য করত ো।
োদরদদক নে

উঠ ।েোরপর

ো কতর

আর

৫০০ টোকোর একটি

স্তব্ধ হতয়

পর ন োক ো দোুঁতের নিই

হোদি ও কৃ েজ্ঞেো নেশোত ো হোে দদতয়
প্রোণভতর

দেয়ো নক আশীবেোদ কতর

নে ।এরপর দেয়ো েত

েত

ত

একটো অদ্ভু ে

েৃ দি অ ুভব করত ো আর ভোবত ো হকোর
দোদুর এই আশীবেোদ নক

েতক

হকোরদোদুর

টোকো দদতয় েূ যোয়

িোেো য ৫০০

করো িম্ভব

আশীবেোতদর েূ য অপদরিীে।

য়।এই

Continuation of page 1…
Dr. Kadambini Ganguly…
…was strongly influenced by
her father Braja Kishore Basu
(renowned champion of the
Brahmo Samaj &dedicated
to female emancipation, cofounded Bhagalpur Mahila
Samiti in 1863). Young
Kadambini completed her
formal education from
Banga
Mahila
Vidyalaya(later
named
Bethune School). She was
the 1st candidate from
Bethune to appear for CU
Entrance
Examination&
created history becoming
the 1stwoman to pass in
1878.Her
success
encouraged Bethune college
to introduce FA(First Arts)&
graduation courses in 1883.
She& Chandramukhi Basu
was the 1st 2 female
graduates in the entire
BritishRaj. She married her
teacher&
prominent
Brahmo Samaj Leader,
Dwarakanath Ganguly, who
was 20yrs older to her, but
their
marriage
wasn’t
accepted by any Brahmo
member.

Dr. Coates in his own right
gave Kadambini GMCB
(Graduate
of
Medical
College of Bengal) degree
&she got the license to
practice as a doctor. She
even left for UK in 1892 to
get
more
experienced
&obtained
“TripleDiploma”in
LRCP
(Edinburgh), LRCS (Glasgow)
& GFPS (Dublin. She
returned India &worked in
Lady Dufferin Hospital, later
started her private practice
undergoing
regular
surgeries, becoming the
leading women practitioner

He encouraged her to study
medicine which received
severe
backlash
in
uppercaste community. The
road to become doctor was
difficult, Calcutta Medical
College refused to admit her
despite her merit, as she was
the 1stone but later allowed
after legal threatening. She
was the one who made CMC
open it’s doors to women.
students. Some doctors
couldn’t even bear it One
was Dr. Rajendra Chandra
Chandra.
Being
a
conservative physician, he
openly
protested
Kadambini's studies& later
dropped her by 1mark in his
medicine paper! Physician
JM Coates (then Principal of
Medical College) understood
the injustices done to
Kadambini &granted her
LMS (Licentiate in Medicine
& Surgery) after syndicate
discussion. After reading
LMS for 2years, she was
dropped in the finals again
by Dr. Chandra. Then

Form filled up by Dr Ganguly

of Hippocratic medicine in
Asia. Ganguly's persona
&achievements
drew
attention of many people,
including
Florence
Nightingale, Annie Besant.
Kadambini
proved
the
proverb “. She who cooks
also ties her hair” literally,
subdued time & criticism.
The skill with which she
operated the knife in
surgery, could also create
wonderful designs of laces.
Bidhumukhi's
daughter,
Punyalata
Chakraborty,
mentioned in her book,
Childhood Days'-She was
very
brave,
energetic
&would smile to make
stories
absolutely
intoxicating.On 3rdOctober,
1923, after returning from a
complex surgery, she was
tired but satisfied that no
one can say that she had no
hand in operation. She went
upstairs &suffered heart
attack! The moment became
numb.
The
end
is
unprecedented life of an
exceptional guide.

Music
…can listen and bring
attention to. Music can raise
someone’s mood by either
getting them excited or
making them calm and
relaxed. We require music in
every phase of our life.
While exercising music
stimulates us to carry out
hard workout with ease.
While driving it helps in
making the journey more
enjoyable, while

sleeping or relaxing it
freshens our mind by
infusing beautiful thoughts
produced from the melody
even while doing work music
helps in reducing boredom
due to monotonous work
schedule.
Not only composed tunes
but nature has gifted us
immense variety of music
around us but we seldom
feel its magic due to busy
life.

Amidst the nature the tune
of waterfall, gushing wind,
flowing river water, roaring
of waves, pitter patter sound
of rain drop, chirping of birds
rejuvenates our mind soul
and body and helps in easing
all our worries, anxieties. It
purifies us from within and
takes us close to natures lap.
Sounds of nature can help
create
a
calming
environment and lower
stress level.

Nature can help regenerate
and heal our soul in the best
possible way, so why not
listen to music of nature
while we are trying to sleep.
Soothing sounds at night like
forest sounds, the gentle
flow of water can help us
detach from everyday stress
and rest easy.
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Miscellaneous

Internet

-By Arpita Biswas
BCA
The
term
Internet
means
International Network. It is a network
of computers connected globally. The
concept of Internet started with
ARPANET devised for the US military
force. It was used for sending and
receiving of information between
different military installations of the
US army across the globe in 1970s.
Very soon this facility was open to the
public for sending and receiving of
mail across USA and gradually
elsewhere around the globe.

The use of internet right now does not
restrict to e-mail but it has turned into
a powerhouse of knowledge. The
world wide web (www) has opened
the gates to websites for commercial
purposes as well as educational ones.
The GPS or Global Positioning System
has
further
enhanced
the
telecommunication system, which
has further helped the use of internet
among the common people, which is
sometimes turned as ‘Pocket
Internet’. The companies like Nokia
and Samsung are giving such facilities
in mobile phones which has made
internet handy and portable.

The advancement in the field of
computer science led to the invention
of faster and smaller microprocessors
which also reduced the time and cost
of using this facility. Therefore, it
gained
much
importance
in
developed countries as well as
developing ones.

The concept of smart house to smart
vehicle have become possible
because of the use of internet. The
use of Internet has changed the
communication system of the
developing world, where mills with
attachments can be sent to the
recipient across the globe in no time
and at cheapest rate. The use of
Internet in bank has facilitated the
core banking services and ATMs due
to which the common man is now
able to withdraw cash anytime and
anywhere. It has become very easy to
book railway tickets and get the
information regarding running of
trains.

The use of internet has crossed the
boundaries of mails and websites.
Now it is used as an integral part of
remote-control systems for the
running of newspaper industries,
washing machines to aircrafts which
need
no
manual
handling
whatsoever.

The social networking sites have
linked people and giving them
advantages of sharing their views
regarding many aspects of life. In all,
Internet has revolutionized trade and
commerce,
education,
communication etc.

"Look deep into nature, and then you will understand
everything better."

###3

-Captured by Monalisa parvin
BMLT
MHA

"Beautiful things don't ask for attention"
-Captured by Riya Das
MHA

